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a b s t r a c t

This work optimizes tensor-times-dense matrix multiply (Ttm) for general sparse and semi-sparse
tensors on CPU and NVIDIA GPU platforms. Ttm is a computational kernel in tensor methods-based
data analytics and data mining applications, such as the popular Tucker decomposition. We first design
an in-place sequential SpTtm to avoid explicit data reorganizing between a tensor and a matrix in its
conventional approach. We further optimize SpTtm on NVIDIA GPU platforms. Five approaches including
employing fine thread granularity, arranging coalescedmemory access, rank blocking, and using fast GPU
shared memory are developed for GPU-SpTtm. We also optimize semi-sparse tensor-times-dense matrix
multiply (SspTtm) to take advantage of the inside dense sub-structures. The optimized SpTtm and SspTtm
are applied to Tucker decomposition to improve its overall performance.

Our sequential SpTtm is 3–120× faster than the SpTtm from Tensor Toolbox library. GPU-SpTtm
obtains 6–19× speedup on NVIDIA K40c and 23–67× speedup on NVIDIA P100 over CPU-SpTtm re-
spectively. Our GPU-SpTtm is 3.9× faster than the state-of-the-art GPU implementation. Our SspTtm
implementations outperform SpTtms by up to 4.5×, which handles the input semi-sparse tensor in a
general way. Tucker decomposition achieves up to 3.2× speedup after applying the optimized Ttms. The
code will be publicly released in ParTI! library: https://github.com/hpcgarage/ParTI.

© 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

This paper considers the problem of optimizing the tensor-
times-dense matrix (Ttm) operation for sparse tensors, which ap-
pearswidely in tensor-based data analytics. Such applications arise
in numerous domains, including neuroscience [13,33], healthcare
analytics [21,22,59], natural language processing [25], signal pro-
cessing [30], machine learning [1,2], and social network analyt-
ics [48]. Tensors, which are multi-way arrays, provide a natural
way to represent multi-dimensional data; analysis of a tensor usu-
ally takes the form of factorizing or decomposing the tensor into
interpretable components [23,28,46,49]. (This process is analogous
to the use ofmatrix decompositions to analyze 2-way data; tensors
generalize such analyses to the k-way case for k > 2.) The speed
of some of the most popular tensor decompositions, including the
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so-called Tucker decomposition [28], depend critically on having a
fast Ttm, thereby motivating this study.1

Regarding this paper’s scope, we consider thread parallelism
and memory locality for single-node GPU platforms, and we are
particularly interested in sparse input tensors. Sparsity refers to
the tensor consisting mostly of zero entries, for which we wish
to avoid explicit storage and computation. By contrast, several
efficient methods exist for the case when a tensor is dense [45,
50,51,54]. The sparse case is especially important to data analytics
applications, since real-world data is often voluminous but sparse,
and tensor factorizations as the initial data processing stage need
to effectively and efficiently compress the data.

1 Beyond Ttm, other basic tensor operations that appear in other decomposi-
tions include tensor matricization (converting a tensor to an equivalent matrix),
element-wise tensor operations, Kronecker products, Khatri–Rao products, and
Matricized Tensor Times Khatri–Rao Product (Mttkrp).
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In principle, a sparse Ttm is similar to a sparse matrix-times-
densematrix. Conventional SpTtm implementations, such as those
in Tensor Toolbox [4,5] and Cyclops Tensor Framework (CTF) [55],
first transform a sparse tensor into an equivalent sparsematrix and
then assume an optimized sparse matrix-times-dense matrix to
invoke. This approach is reasonable by employing highly efficient
state-of-the-art sparse matrix-times-dense matrix. However, this
conversion step incurs non-trivial cost in time and space. Besides,
the generated matrix could be extremely large in one dimension,
explicitly indexing of which – for a many-way tensor – can quickly
exceed the range of a 64-bit unsigned integer. Therefore, we are
motivated primarily to avoid any such conversion, carrying out the
sparse Ttm ‘‘natively’’ on a given input tensor.

Tucker decomposition consists of two types of sparse Ttms,
general sparse Ttm (SpTtm) and semi-sparse Ttm (SspTtm) (details
in Section 5). SpTtm, as we know, is a general sparse tensor times a
dense matrix; while SspTtm is a semi-sparse tensor times a dense
matrix. A semi-sparse tensor is a dense-structured tensor that at
least one mode is dense. For example, a tensor with its first mode
densemeans the fibers of thismode are either empty or fully dense.
For a semi-sparse tensor, as observed by Baskaran et al. [7], its
inside dense structures can be explored for better performance
rather than being treated as in general. In this work, along with
optimizing the performance of SpTtm on GPU platforms, we also
accelerate SspTtm on them.

Our proposed techniques make the following contributions:
First, we design an in-place sequential SpTtm algorithm to avoid

tensor-matrix data transformation, which is based on a structured
sparse tensor format and a certain special property. Additionally,
an auxiliary array is used to avoid memory write conflict for the
later-on parallel SpTtm algorithms. Our sequential SpTtm is 3–
120× faster than the SpTtm from Tensor Toolbox library [5] (Sec-
tions 3 and 4.1).

Second, we parallelize SpTtm on single-node GPU systems. We
propose several optimizing approaches for SpTtm onNVIDIAGPUs:
employing fine thread granularity, arranging coalesced memory
access, rank blocking, and using local (fast) memory (‘‘shared
memory’’ onGPUs). GPU-SpTtmobtains 6–19× speeduponNVIDIA
K40c and 23–67× speedup on NVIDIA P100 over CPU-SpTtm re-
spectively for real-world tensors. Our GPU-SpTtm is 3.9× faster
than the state-of-the-art GPU implementation (Section 4.2).

Third, we implement SspTtm on GPUs accordingly by better
exploring the dense sub-structures. Our SspTtm implementations
outperform SpTtms which handles the input semi-sparse tensor in
a general way by 4.5× (Section 5).

Lastly, by applying SpTtm and SspTtm to the Tucker decomposi-
tion, it outperformsCPUTucker decomposition by3.2× (Section6).

Partial work has been published in our previous paper [35]. This
paper is based on the previous work but extends it from the four
aspects below. (1) This work further optimizes SpTtm on NVIDIA
GPUs by employing five optimization approaches and providing
a more in-depth analysis of their performance. (2) SspTtm op-
timizations on these platforms are also explored, which further
speed up Ttm operations in Tucker decomposition. (3) We built a
parallel Tucker decomposition for GPUs by applying the optimized
SpTtm and SspTtm. (4) Afterwards, these algorithms are tested on
an extended sparse tensor set, including both third- and fourth-
order real-world tensors.

2. Background

This section introduces some essential tensor notations. Some
of its examples and definitions come from the overview by Kolda
andBader [28]. A list of symbols andnotation in this paper is shown
in Table 1.

Table 1
List of symbols and notations.
Symbols Description

X , Y , Z Sparse and semi-sparse tensors
ind, val Index and value arrays of X in COO format
X(n) Matricized tensor X in mode-n
A,B, C, Ã Dense matrices
ar, br, cr Dense vectors
– Weight vector
N Tensor order
I, J, K Tensor mode sizes
nnz #Nonzeros of a tensor
R Approximate tensor rank (usually a small value)
nfibs #Mode-n fibers of X
fptr The beginnings of X ’s mode-n fibers, sized nfibs
flen The average length of X ’s mode-n fibers, flen = nnz

nfibs
DY Dense mode set of a semi-sparse tensor
SY Sparse mode set of a semi-sparse tensor
nchunks #DY -chunks of Y
cptr The beginnings of Y ’s DY -chunks, sized nchunks
NTB Maximum #Threads per block
SSM Maximum shared memory size in words
NTR Maximum #Threads per block for a matrix row

2.1. Tensor representations

The orderN of anNth-order tensor is sometimes also referred to
the number ofmodes or dimensions. A first-order (N = 1) tensor is
a vector, denoted by a boldface lowercase letter, e.g., v; A second-
order (N = 2) tensor is a matrix, denoted by a boldface capital
letter, e.g., A. Higher-order tensors (N ≥ 3) are denoted by bold
capital calligraphic letters, e.g., X . A scalar element at position
(i, j, k) of a tensor X is xijk. We show an example of a sparse third-
order tensor, X ∈ RI×J×K , in Fig. 1(a).

Some tensor algorithms operate on the subsets of a tensor.
One such subset is the mode-n fiber, shown in Fig. 1(b); it is a
vector extracted by fixing the indices of all modes but mode n.
For example, the mode-1 fiber of a tensor X is denoted by the
vector f:jk = X (:, j, k), where the colon indicates all indices of
mode 1. A slice, shown in Fig. 1(c), is a 2-dimensional cross-section
(i.e., matrix) of a tensor, extracted by fixing the indices of all modes
but two, e.g. S::k = X (:, :, k).

Some other tensor algorithms operate on the equivalent matrix
by folding (or reshaping) a tensor. Matricization reshapes a tensor
into an equivalent matrix by arranging all mode-n fibers to be the
columns of amatrix. For example,mode-1matricization of a tensor
X ∈ R3×4×5 results in a matrix X(1) ∈ R3×20. (Readers may refer to
Kolda and Bader’s survey for more details [28].)

2.2. TTM

Tensor-Times-Matrix (Ttm) in mode n, also known as the n-
mode product, is the multiplication of a tensorX ∈ RI1×···×In×···×IN

with a matrix U ∈ RIn×R,2 denoted by Y = X ×n U. This results in
an I1 × · · · × In−1 × R× In+1 × · · · × IN tensor, and its operation is
defined as

yi1···in−1rin+1···iN =
In∑

in=1

xi1···in−1inin+1···iN uinr . (1)

Since the real application data is always sparse with a relatively
small amount of non-zero entries, we consider sparse tensor-
times-dense matrix in this paper. Sparse Ttm is a critical kernel
in tensor decomposition algorithms, such as the Tucker decom-
position. The factor matrices in tensor decomposition are usually
dense, and the number of columns of each matrix is called rank.

2 Different from Kolda and Bader’s definition [28], we use the transposed form
of the matrix U for efficient Ttm in row-majored storage pattern of C language.
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Fig. 1. Representations of a third-order tensor X ∈ RI×J×K , where a colon indicates all indices of a mode.

We focus on the popular low-rank tensor decompositions, which
means the factor matrices all have a small number of columns,
usually less than 100.

The traditional SpTtm algorithm in Tensor Toolbox [5] first
matricizes the input sparse tensor to a sparse matrix, then does a
sparsematrix-densematrixmultiplication, afterwards, transforms
the outputmatrix back to a tensor. The explicit two-stage transfor-
mation consumes non-trivial execution time, which is about 17%
for tensor choa using sparse Ttm in Tensor Toolbox.

2.3. NVIDIA GPU architecture

NVIDIA Graphic Processor Units (GPUs) are highly parallel,
many-core processors with high memory bandwidth [14]. We
particularly consider GPUs that support CUDA, a general-purpose
parallel computing platform and programming model. A GPU con-
sists ofmanyCUDAcores,which are organized as groups of Stream-
ing Multiprocessors (SMs). The P100 GPU card used in this work
employs Pascal architecture, which integrates 56 SMs and each SM
consists of 64 CUDA cores. All cores in an SM share 64 KB config-
urable on-chip memory, L1 cache and shared memory. Three con-
figurations are available: 16 KB/48 KB, 32 KB/32 KB, and
48 KB/16 KB for L1 cache and shared memory respectively. Global
memory is cached by both L1 and L2 caches depending on the
data is writable or read-only. Writable global memory data can
only be cached by the L2 cache, read-only global memory data
also can be cached by the L1 cache by marking the data with
both ‘‘const’’ and ‘‘__restrict__’’ keywords. It is necessary to
carefully allocate memory access paths for different types of data.
CUDA has three-level thread hierarchy, grids, thread blocks, and
threads. The maximum of their sizes varies among different GPU
architectures. A P100 GPU supports up to 1024 threads per thread
block. Threads are executed simultaneously in warps, usually a
group of 32 threads. It is critical to have enough blocks and threads,
good thread behavior inside a warp, and efficient memory access
to achieve a satisfiable performance of CUDA programs.

3. Sparse tensor formats and property

Two sparse tensor formatswill be introduced alongwith a prop-
ertywhich is critical to the fast implementations of both SpTtm and
SspTtm.

3.1. Notations

We first introduce some names for tensor modes with specific
properties, which will be used in the following content.

Fig. 2. COOand sCOO formats of a semi-sparse 3× 3× 2 tensor,with densemode 3.

• Product mode: the mode in which a tensor times a matrix,
e.g., mode n in Eq. (1).
• Indexmode: the restmodes after excluding the productmode,

e.g., modes 1, . . . , n− 1, n+ 1, . . . ,N in Eq. (1).
• Dense mode: themode in which all non-empty fibers are fully

dense.
• Sparse mode: the mode in which at least one non-empty fiber

is sparse.

All the modes of a general sparse tensor are sparse modes, while at
least one dense mode exists in a semi-sparse tensor.

3.2. Sparse tensor formats

COO format. Tensors generated from real-world applications are
usually sparse with only a relatively small number of non-zero
entries (as tensors will be shown in Table 3). Therefore, a sparse
tensor is represented by a compressed format by storing only non-
zero entries. The simplest yet popular format of a sparse tensor
is coordinate (COO) format. ind and val represent the indices and
values of a sparse tensor’s non-zero entries respectively. val is an
nnz-array of floating-point numbers, ind is an N-array of integer
pointers, where every pointer stores the nnz indices of one mode.
Fig. 2(a) shows a 3 × 3 × 2 sparse tensor in the COO format. The
indices of each mode are represented as ind1, ind2, and ind3 for the
third-order tensor. We notice that replicated indices exist in ind1
(ind2, or ind3).

sCOO format. Since the indices of entries within a dense fiber
inhere in their storage location, it is unnecessary to explicitly
store the indices of dense modes using extra space for a semi-
sparse tensor. We use a simple semi-COO (sCOO) format which
only stores the indices of sparse modes and with all non-zeros in a
particular order of densemodes. For example, the tensor in Fig. 2 is
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Fig. 3. Sparse matrix-dense matrix multiply.

actually a semi-sparse tensor with dense mode 3. Fig. 2(b) shows
the sCOO format for it, where each index pair from ind1 and ind2
indexes a densemode-3 fiber. The idea of distinguishing dense and
sparse modes was first proposed by Baskaran et al. [7]. For this toy
example tensor, sCOO format saves 50% storage compared to COO
format. Assume integer and floating-point values have the same
bit-length, sCOO format saves at least 25% storage for a third-order
semi-sparse tensor with one dense mode and at least k

N+1 storage
space for anNth-order semi-sparse tensorwith kdensemodes. The
storage saving is because (1) sCOO does not store all the indices
of dense modes. (2) The rest index arrays of sCOO usually become
shorter because of index compression, which saves more space.

3.3. Sparse tensor property

Property. SpTtm outputs a semi-sparse tensor whose product mode
is dense, while index modes remain unchanged.

Proof. Assume an SpTtm takes a sparse tensor X , a dense matrix
U as inputs and a tensor Y as output. Mode-n fibers of X and Y
tensors are defined as

fXn = X (i1, . . . , in−1, :, in+1, . . . , iN ),

fYn = Y(i1, . . . , in−1, :, in+1, . . . , iN ),
where i1, . . . , in−1, in+1, . . . , iN are given. fXn is a sparse fiber be-
cause of the sparsity of X . Thus, Eq. (1) is equal to

f Yn (r) =
In∑

in=1

f Xn (in)uinr . (2)

When r is fixed, element fYn (r) is a dot-product of fiber fXn andu(:, r),
a column of U. Since u(:, r) is a dense vector, each f Yn (r) is non-
zero if at least one non-zero exists in fiber fXn . That is, a non-empty
fiber fXn generates a dense fiber fYn . For each pair of fixed indices
(i1, . . . , in−1, in+1, . . . , iN ), we compute amode-n fiber ofY , which
shows the indices i1, . . . , in−1, in+1, . . . , iN are unchanged for the
resulting tensor Y . Fig. 3 shows the behavior of a second-order
sparse tensor (sparse matrix) times a dense matrix. The product
mode j is a dense mode in the resulting matrix, while its index
mode i is the same with the input sparse matrix, except it indexes
dense fibers of the output.

4. Sparse tensor times matrix

4.1. SpTtm on CPUs

Based on COO and sCOO formats, we implement sequential
SpTtm by directly operating on non-zero entries without explicit
transformation between a tensor and a matrix.

Given a sparse tensor X ∈ RI1×I2×···×IN and a dense matrix
U ∈ RIn×R, we know the resulting tensor Y is a semi-sparse tensor
from the above property (Section 3.3). The intuitive algorithm for
SpTtmwithout explicit transformation is to loop all non-zeros ofX
bymultiplying each with its corresponding row ofU. Then all rows

having the same index pair (i1, . . . , in−1, in+1, . . . , iN ) are sum-
reduced to get a fiber of Y (fYn ).

This algorithmhas two issues: First, in the sum-reduction stage,
there is an implicit index comparing operation even if X is pre-
sorted. The complexity of the index comparison is high especially
for higher-order tensors. An extra comparison operation for an
additional mode increases the SpTtm complexity by nnzX , which
is non-trivial especially for low-rank tensor decompositions with
a small R. Second, the sum-reduction stage is hard to parallelize
and may lead to severe memory contention.

To solve these problems, we design our sequential SpTtm algo-
rithm (Algorithm1) to avoid expensive index comparison andwith
inherent good parallelism. Each mode-n fiber of Y (fYn ) is a sized-R
dense vector, we record nfibs as the number of fYn . Then the number
of non-zeros of Y: nnzY = nfibs × R. We use an extra array fptr to
identify the beginning locations of every mode-n fiber of X (fXn ),
then iterate all nfibs fibers of Y . Comparing to iterating X in the
intuitive algorithm, we avoid the expensive index comparison in
the sum-reduction stage.

Our SpTtm has two stages, preprocessing and computing. The
preprocessing stage includes three steps: sorting X , calculating
fptr , and pre-allocating semi-sparse tensor Y . X is first sorted
according to the product mode n, then fptr is allocated and cal-
culated to identify the beginning locations of nfibs mode-n fibers
of X (fXn ). From SpTTM’s property (Section 3.3), the semi-sparse
tensor’s index modes remain unchanged, so the number of fYn is
also nfibs. Based on the pre-sorted X , we pre-allocate exact space
for Y and only for its non-zero entries, because X ’s (N − 1)
indices can be reused by Y . During the computation stage of
Algorithm 1, each fYn = valY (i, :) locates the corresponding fXn =
valX (fptr (i), . . . , fptr (i + 1) − 1). Then fYn is the sum of rows u(k, :)
scaled by each non-zero of fiber fXn .

Algorithm 1: CPU sequential SpTtm algorithm (SEQ-SpTtm).

Input: A sparse tensor X ∈ RI1×I2×...×IN , a dense matrix U ∈ RIn×R, and
an integer n;

Output: A semi-sparse tensor Y ∈ RI1×...×In−1×R×In+1 ...×IN ;
1: nfibs: the number of mode-n fibers of Y
2: fptr : the beginnings of each X mode-n fiber, size nfibs.
3: for i = 0, . . . , nfibs do
4: for j = fptr (i), . . . , fptr (i+ 1)− 1 do
5: k = indXn (j)
6: for r = 0, . . . , R− 1 do
7: valY (i, r)+ = valX (j)× u(k, r)
8: end for
9: end for
10: end for
11: Return Y;

The number of floating-point operations (flops) of sequential
SpTtm (Algorithm 1) is

flops = 2 · nnzX · R, (3)

where nnzX is the number of non-zeros of X . Algorithm 1 elim-
inates the index comparison. For a third-order sparse tensor, our
SpTtm only uses nfibs extra space for fptr . Since nfibs ≤ nnzX ,
the extra space is much smaller than the matricized tensor of X
(3·nnzX ) in the traditional algorithmswhere tensor transformation
is needed.

We parallelize SpTtm on the multicore CPU architecture using
OpenMP. Since our sequential SpTtm iterates all independent fibers
of Y , we can easily parallelize this loop by assigning CPU threads,
i.e., parallelize the outermost for loop. Each thread computes a size-
R fiber fYn independently and shares dense matrix U. Because our
SpTtm algorithm limits the sum-reduction dependency inside a
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thread, parallelized SpTtm naturally avoids locks and utilizes CPU
caches well for writingY . We use CPU-SpTtm to represent parallel
CPU SpTtm implementation in the following contents.

4.2. SpTtm on GPUs

To fully explain our optimizations on GPU algorithm, we first
start by describing a naïve implementation, then propose four
more parallelization and optimization approaches for SpTtm by
incrementally considering GPU architecture characteristics. The
five implementations are: naïve implementation, employing fine
thread granularity, arranging coalescedmemory access, rankblock-
ing, and using fast shared memory.

In this work, we assume the sparse tensor X and the dense
matrix U both reside in GPU memory. We assume all the division
operations below are fully divisible.

4.2.1. Naïve implementation
As shown in Algorithm 2, we assign each CUDA thread to one

mode-n fiber of Y (fXn ) and a fiber of X (fXn ). Each thread performs
multiplication on every non-zero of fiber fXn with its corresponding
rows of u(k, :). When launching the kernel, we set dimGrid = NTB
and dimBlock = nfibs/NTB, where NTB is the number of threads per
block. We tune the value of NTB for the best performance.

Algorithm 2: Naïve SpTTM algorithm on GPU (GPU-SpTtm-Naïve).
Input: A sparse tensor X ∈ RI1×I2×...×IN , a dense matrix U ∈ RIn×R, an

integer n, the beginnings of nfibs X mode-n fiber fptr , and GPU thread
hierarchy dimGrid = NTB and dimBlock = nfibs/NTB;

Output: A semi-sparse tensor Y ∈ RI1×...×In−1×R×In+1 ...×IN ;
1: tidx = threadIdx.x;
2: i = blockIdx.x× blockDim.x+ tidx; ▷ i: global index of a mode-n Y

fiber.
▷ j: global index of the non-zeros of mode-n X fiber.

3: for j = fptr (i), . . . , fptr (i+ 1)− 1 do
4: k = indXn (j)
5: for r = 0, . . . , R− 1 do
6: valY (i, r)+ = valX (j)× u(k, r)
7: end for
8: end for
9: Return Y;

Some inefficient spots are observed:

• Uncoalesced and redundant memory transfers. The memory
transfers for matrix U are in strided-R pattern, and the data
transferred are much larger than the size of U because of
irregular memory access.
• Coarse-grained task granularity. Algorithm 2 assigns a fiber

per CUDA thread to do flen computations with sized-R rows of
U, where flen is the average length of the fibers. For lightweight
GPU threads, it might be better to allocate fine-grained tasks
for each thread.
• Not utilizing fast memory. Algorithm 2 accesses data only

from global memory without well utilized fast scratch-pad
memory (shared memory or L1 cache) for writable data,
since NVIDIA Kepler and later GPUs cannot use L1 cache for
writable data automatically.

To deal with the inefficiency, we propose optimizations de-
scribed below.

4.2.2. Fine thread granularity
Instead of one-dimensional thread blocks, we assign two-

dimensional thread blocks, so both rows and columns of U are
parallelized in Algorithm 3. However, if the matrix row size R is
a little large, say 128, the number of threads in x-dimension can

be only up to 8, which leads to imbalanced parallelism for x and
y dimensions. To prevent this issue, we set a threshold NTR to
limit the number of threads allocated to each matrix column, and
compute a segment of a column in one iteration.

When launching Algorithm 3, we set dimBlock = (NTB/NTR,NTR)
and dimGrid = nfibs/NTB.

Algorithm3: SpTtm algorithmwith fine thread granularity onGPU
(GPU-SpTtm-FG).
Input: A sparse tensor X ∈ RI1×I2×...×IN , a dense matrix U ∈ RIn×R, an

integer n, the beginnings of nfibs X mode-n fiber fptr , and GPU thread
hierarchy dimGrid = nfibs/NTB and dimBlock = (NTB/NTR,NTB);

Output: A semi-sparse tensor Y ∈ RI1×...×In−1×R×In+1 ...×IN ;
1: nr

loops =
R

blockDim.y ▷ #Iterations for large R.
2: tidx = threadIdx.x;
3: tidy = threadIdx.y;
4: i = blockIdx.x× blockDim.x+ tidx; ▷ i: global index of a mode-n Y

fiber.
▷ j: global index of the nonzeros of mode-n X fiber.

5: for j = fptr (i), . . . , fptr (i+ 1)− 1 do
6: k = indXn (j)
7: for lr = 0, . . . , nr

loops do
8: r = tidy+ lr × blockDim.y
9: valY (i, r)+ = valX (j)× u(k, r)
10: end for
11: end for
12: Return Y;

4.2.3. Coalesced memory access
From Algorithm 3, we observe a memory access pattern where

thememory access of tensor indices and values are contiguous and
coalesced but that of matrix U is not. In Algorithm 3, threads in a
warp, (0, 0), (1, 0), . . . , (32, 0) (x-dimensiondominates), fetch ele-
ments from randomaddresses because of different k indices,which
leads to an uncoalesced memory access. To solve this problem, we
swap thread dimensions x and y, thus x-dimension points to ranks
(columns ofU) and y-dimension operates on fibers ofX andY . The
algorithm is named GPU-SpTtm-MC.

When launching this algorithm, we set dimBlock = (NTR,

NTB/NTR) and dimGrid = nfibs/NTB. Therefore, one warp fetches
coalesced global memory addresses of tensor indices, values, and
matrix elements.

4.2.4. Rank blocking
The above algorithms consider the spatial data locality within a

fiber, but not the temporal locality between fibers. In Algorithm 3,
different fibersmay have the same k index, whichmeans accessing
the same row of U. Rank blocking strategy is proposed to increase
the reuse of row data. Since the computation in-between matrix
columns are independent, we exchange the loop order to ensure
the loop over ranks (matrix columns) goes before the loop over
fiber elements. This strategy enlarges the chance of short rows
staying in caches.

Its algorithm (named GPU-SpTtm-RB) can be obtained by swap-
ping tidx and tidy usage and the two loops in Algorithm3. However,
for each batch of short size-NTR matrix rows, the index ks and
values of the tensors need to be reloaded from global memory.
The benefit of rank blocking depends on the non-zero distribution
of the input tensor, it is not easy to determine whether rank
blocking is beneficial compared with the above memory coalesced
algorithm (GPU-SpTtm-MC).

4.2.5. Using shared memory
Obviously, the output valY is reused R times for each fiber of

X . As we mentioned, the writable valY of Y cannot be cached
in the L1 cache for Kepler and later NVIDIA GPU architectures,
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Algorithm 4: SpTTM algorithm using GPU shared memory (GPU-
SpTTM-SM).
Input: A sparse tensor X ∈ RI1×I2×...×IN , a dense matrix U ∈ RIn×R, an

integer n, the beginnings of each X mode-n fiber fptr , sized nfibs, and
GPU thread hierarchy dimGrid = NTB and dimBlock = (NTR,NTB/NTR);

Output: A semi-sparse tensor Y ∈ RI1×...×In−1×R×In+1 ...×IN ;
1: yshr: shared memory space for Y .
2: nr

loops =
R

blockDim.x
3: tidx = threadIdx.x;
4: tidy = threadIdx.y;
5: i = blockIdx.x× blockDim.y+ tidy; ▷ i: global index of a Y mode-n

fiber.
6: for lr = 0, . . . , nr

loops do
7: r = tidx+ lr × blockDim.x
8: yshr (tidy, tidx) = 0;
9: __sync();

▷ j: global index of the nonzeros of X mode-n fiber.
10: for j = fptr (i), . . . , fptr (i+ 1)− 1 do
11: k = indXn (j)
12: yshr (tidy, tidx)+ = valX (j)× u(k, r)
13: end for
14: __sync();

15: valY (i, r) = yshr (tidy, tidx);
16: __sync();
17: end for
18: Return Y;

but can only reside in the slower L2 cache. Therefore, we store
the output in shared memory first and then write them back to
global memory all at once. In this way, we reduce global memory
transfers. Its algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4. , When launching
this algorithm, we set dimBlock = (NTR,NTB/NTR), dimGrid =
nfibs/NTB and set shared memory size SSM = NTB words because the
size of yshr is dimBlock.y × dimBlock.x. Since nTB ≤ 1024 for the
GPUs we used, the needed shared memory space is smaller than
8KB. That means only the configuration of 48 KB L1 cache/16 KB
shared memory is used for Algorithm 4.

5. Semi-Sparse tensor times matrix

SspTtm is defined as the Ttm product of a semi-sparse tensor
and a dense matrix, the former being the result of an SpTtm.
Although it is possible to convert the semi-sparse tensor back to
fully sparse so that SspTtm can be performedwith the above SpTtm
algorithm, we propose a tailored SpTtm algorithm optimized spe-
cially for semi-sparse tensors.

Given a semi-sparse tensor Y ∈ RI1×I2×···×IN with DY ⊂

{1, 2, . . . ,N} being a set of dense modes of Y and a dense matrix
U ∈ RIn×R, requiring n /∈ DY , the SspTtm algorithm also computes
Z = Y ×n U. We use SY to represent the sparse modes of Y ,
SY = {1, 2, . . . ,N} − DY .

Analogous to SpTtm, our SspTtm also has two stages, prepro-
cessing and computing. To beginwith,we sort values and indices of
Y in a specific mode order s.t. SY ≺ n ≺ DY . For example, if modes
1, 3, 5 are sparse, mode 2,4 is dense, 1 ≺ 5 ≺ 3 ≺ 2 ≺ 4 would be
a valid sorting order for an SspTtm in mode 3. The purpose of this
sorting is to gather elements sharing identical sparse mode indices
together in a dense ‘‘chunk’’. In the example above, a chunk of Y
is a dense array of size I2 × I4, which is a generalization of fibers
in SpTtm algorithms. Based on the sparse tensor property (Section
3.3),Z will have the shape of I3×I2×I4 for all chunks by converting
mode 3 to a dense mode and enlarging its chunks.

However, different from SpTtm, SspTtm in Tucker decompo-
sition does not need the expensive sorting step of preprocess-
ing stage. In the Tucker decomposition, an (N − 1)-Ttm-chain (a

sequence of Ttms, refer to Section 6) can be ordered the same with
the sorting order of the input sparse tensor X , and an SpTtm or
SspTtm keeps the same order for their sparse modes. Then, only
one sorting per Ttm-chain for a sparse tensor X is needed for
the first SpTtm. The input semi-sparse tensors for the following
SspTtms remain sorted. For an N-mode Tucker decomposition,
there are N different sorting orders throughout the entire algo-
rithm, which can be reused among iterations. We cache the N
preprocessed tensors in CPU memory and transfer them to GPU
memory when necessary to speed up the preprocessing process
and save the precious GPU memory.

The CPU parallel algorithm of SspTtm is Algorithm 5, where the
outmost loop-i is parallelized to launch multiple OpenMP threads.
For SspTtm GPU implementations, we map a CUDA thread block
into a chunk, because the access pattern of the values within
a Z chunk only depends on the continuously stored Y chunks
from the previous sorting stage, so inter-chunk calculations can be
safely parallelized without data race. In a Tucker decomposition
application, where a typical R = 16, the number of threads per
block can vary from 16 to 65536. The first Ttm in the Tucker de-
composition is an SpTtm, the rest SspTtms handle CUDA block sizes
in a typical range of 256–65536, large enough to make full use of
the StreamingMultiprocessors. We adjust the block size according
to CUDA’s restriction of 1024 threads per block, by calculating
chunks in batch. The amount of values per block is small enough
to fit into L1/L2 caches so we do not apply shared memory to this
algorithm.

Algorithm 5: CPU parallel SspTtm algorithm (CPU-SspTtm).

Input: A semi-sparse tensor Y ∈ RI1×I2×...×IN with dense modes DY , a
dense matrix U ∈ RIn×R, and an integer n;

Output: A semi-sparse tensor Z ∈ RI1×...×In−1×R×In+1 ...×IN ;
1: nZ

chunks: the number of chunks in Z
2: sYchunk: the size of a chunk in Y
3: sZchunk: the size of a chunk in Z
4: cptr : the beginnings of each chunk of Y , size nZ

chunks.
5: parfor i = 0, . . . , nZ

chunks − 1 do
6: for j = cptr (i), . . . , cptr (i+ 1)− 1 do
7: r = indYn (j);
8: for c = 0, . . . , R− 1 do
9: for k = 0, . . . , sYchunk − 1 do
10: valZ (i× sZchunk + r × sYchunk + k)+ = valY (j× sYchunk + k)×

u(r, c);
11: end for
12: end for
13: end for
14: end parfor
15: Return Z;

6. Tucker decomposition

Based on our optimizations of SpTtm and SspTtm, we design
Tucker decomposition for a heterogeneous CPU–GPU platform.

6.1. Tucker-ALS

Tucker decomposition approximates a tensor as a product of a
small core tensor and a set of factor matrices: X ≈ G ×1 U1 ×

U2 × · · · × UN , where X ∈ RI1×···×IN , G ∈ RR1×···×RN is the core
tensor and Ui ∈ RIi×Ri , i = 1, . . . ,N are factor matrices. The
number of columns of each factor matrix is also called a rank of
Tucker decomposition, say rank-(R1, . . . , RN ) tensor decomposi-
tion. Ri, i = 1, . . . ,N is usually small for low-rank decomposition,
and they can be different from each other.
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Table 2
Experimental platforms configuration.
Parameters Intel NVIDIA

Xeon CPU E5-2650 v4 Tesla K40c Tesla P100

Microarchitecture Broadwell-EP Kepler Pascal
Frequency 2.2GHz 0.75GHz 0.72GHz
#Physical cores 12 2880 3584
Peak SP performance 845GFlop/s 4290GFlop/s 9300GFlop/s
Last-level cache 30MB 1.6MB 4MB
Memory size 792GB 12GB 16GB
Memory bandwidth 77GB/s 288GB/s 732GB/s
Compiler gcc 5.4.1 nvcc 9.0 nvcc 9.0

Higher-Order Orthogonal Iteration (HOOI) algorithm [18], as
a popular Tucker decomposition algorithm, is an iteration algo-
rithm with each iteration updating all factor matrices once at a
time. In this paper, we study HOOI based on the alternating least
squares paradigm (Algorithm 6). HOOI algorithm takes random
factor matrices or a decomposition produced by Higher-Order SVD
(HOSVD) [17] as the initial settings and iterates until a pre-defined
convergence rate satisfied or exhausting the maximum number
of iterations. For an iteration, each factor matrix is updated by a
Ttm-chain and an SVD operation in its corresponding mode. After
all factor matrices are acceptable, the core tensor G is computed.
Therefore, Ttm-chain and SVD are the dominant computations of
the Tucker decomposition.

Algorithm 6: Tucker decomposition algorithm (HOOI) with ALS.

Input: A sparse tensor X ∈ RI1×I2×...×IN , and a set of ranks R1, . . . , RN ;
Output: Factor matrices U1, . . . ,UN and a core tensor G;
1: Initialize Un ∈ RIn×R, n = 1, . . . ,N randomly or using HOSVD
2: do
3: for n = 1, . . . ,N do
4: Y ← X ×1 U1 . . .×(n−1) U(i−1) ×(n+1) U(n+1) . . .×N UN
5: Un ← Rn leading left singular vectors of Y (n)
6: end for
7: while fit ceases to improve or maximum iterations exhausted
8: G← X ×1 U1 . . .×N UN
9: Return G,U1, . . . ,UN ;

6.2. Ttm-Chain

The Ttm-chain for a sparse input tensor consists of two types
of Ttms—SpTtm and SspTtm. The first Ttm in Line 4 of Algo-
rithm 6 is an SpTtm, and the following Ttms are all SspTtms. We
use our fastest CUDA implementations of them to accelerate the
Ttm-chains. The output tensor of every Ttm (SpTtm or SspTtm)
resides in GPU memory, thus no memory transfer is needed inside
a Ttm-chain.

6.3. SVD

According to the property in Section 3.3, the output Y of
Ttm-chain is dense in all except mode n. We treat it as a dense
tensor, then Y(n) is a dense matrix. For the SVD operation, we
employ svd function (‘‘sgesvd’’) from OpenBLAS library [47] on
CPUs, while use SVD function (‘‘cusolverDnSgesvd’’) from cu-
SOLVER [15]. However, from our experiments, the SVD function of
cuSOLVER is not as efficient as OpenBLAS version, mainly because
of the irregular shape of the matricized Y(n).

7. Experiments

We test our algorithms on three platforms, one Intel multicore
CPU platform and two GPU platforms. Our SpTtm performance is
compared with state-of-the-art Tensor Toolbox [28] library and a
recent sparse Ttm implementation [43] on GPUs. We also analyze

Table 3
Description of sparse tensors.
Tensors Order Mode sizes NNZ Density

choa 3 712K × 10K × 767 27M 5.0× 10−06

nell2 3 12K × 9K × 29K 77M 1.3× 10−05

fb-m 3 23M × 23M × 166 100M 1.1× 10−09

fb-s 3 39× 39× 532 140M 1.7× 10−10

deli 3 533K × 17M × 2M 140M 6.1× 10−12

nell1 3 3M × 2M × 26M 144M 9.1× 10−13

nips 4 2K × 3K × 14K × 17 3M 1.8× 10−06

uber 4 183× 24× 1140× 1717 3M 3.8× 10−04

enron 4 6K × 6K × 244K × 1K 54M 5.5× 10−09

flickr 4 320K × 28M × 2M × 731 113M 1.1× 10−14

deli4d 4 533K × 17M × 2M × 1K 140M 4.3× 10−15

ourGPUoptimizationmethods incrementally and the performance
behavior by varying product modes and rank sizes.

7.1. Platforms and dataset

We use Intel Xeon CPU E5-2650 v4 and NVIDIA Tesla K40c
and P100 platforms, their configurations are shown in Table 2.
NVIDIA Tesla K40c and P100 havemuch higher peak floating-point
performance and memory bandwidth than the Intel Xeon CPU.
All experiments perform single-precision floating-point values and
the performance numbers are averaged over five runs. Without
further specification, R is set to 16.

We use third-order and fourth-order sparse tensors from real
applications, collected in FROSTT [52] and HaTen2 [24]. Tensors
consist of medical data from Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta
project (choa with patient-medication-diagnosis), Never Ending
Language Learning (NELL) project [11] (nell1 and nell2 with
noun-verb-noun), Freebase RDF data [24] ‘‘freebase-music’’ and
‘‘freebase-sampled’’ (fb-m and fb-s with entity-entity-relation),
data crawled from tagging systems [20] (deliwith user-item-tag
and deli4d with user-item-tag-date), Enron emails (enron with
sender-receiver-word-date), Uber pickup data in 2016 (uberwith
date-hour-latitude-longitude), NIPS papers published from 1987
to 2003 (nips with id-author-word-year), and tags from Flickr
(flickr with user-item-tag-date). The tensor property is shown
in Table 3. Please refer to the original datasets [24,52] for further
information.

7.2. Overall performance

We first show the speedups of our GPU-SpTtm algorithms over
the OpenMP parallelized CPU-SpTtm in Fig. 4 and compare their
performance to FCOO-SpTtm performance [43] on the GPU P100
platform.3 The speedup numbers of each tensor are averaged
among all its modes. SpTtm GPU performance is shown using the
best one of all the five GPU implementations in Section 4.2. GPU-
SpTtm achieves up to 67× speedups over CPU-SpTtm. Compared to
the state-of-the-art work [43], our GPU-SpTtm implementations
overperform FCOO-SpTtm by up to 3.9×. From our experiments,
the best speedup of GPU-SpTtm is mostly obtained by GPU-SpTtm-
SM (Algorithm 4), which verifies our optimizations. The detailed
analysis on the five approaches will be given afterward. CPU-
SpTtm’s performance is obtained by using 12 threads.

An interesting phenomenon is the speedup difference between
tensor deli and deli4d. From Table 3, deli4d has the same
number of non-zeros with deli, but with an extra ‘‘date’’ mode,
whereas GPU-SpTtm achieves higher speedup on the fourth-order
deli4d. One main reason is that of the load imbalance between
CUDA threads incurred bydifferent fiber lengths of the input tensor

3 We do not compare with Tensor Toolbox [5] and CTF [55] because they lack
GPU parallel implementations for sparse tensors.
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Fig. 4. Our GPU-SpTtm and FCOO-SpTtm [43] speedups over CPU-SpTtm.

Fig. 5. GPU-SpTtm performance in GFlop/s.

Table 4
Sequential SpTtm performance comparison.
Time (s) Tensor Toolbox SEQ-SpTtm

choa 7.39 2.78
nell2 86.50 7.33
nips 120.07 0.58

X . We calculate the standard deviation of fiber lengths for each
tensor mode. deli4d has a standard deviation 2.54× 104 about a
half magnitude less than deli’s 1.21× 105.

Fig. 5 gives the actual SpTtm floating-point operations per sec-
ond (flop/s) of ‘‘GPU-P100’’ and ‘‘GPU-K40c’’. ‘‘GPU-P100’’ achieves
better performance, 16–51 GFlop/s, while ‘‘GPU-K40c’’ obtains less
than 10 GFlop/s. The performance numbers obtained in this work
on P100 are better than the FCOO-SpTtm [43] and sparse matrix-
densematrixmultiplication [40]. However, compared to either the
peak machine performance or the attainable performance limited
bymemory bandwidth, our performance is far below these bounds.
There is space for further performance tuning.

7.3. Analysis

This work is analyzed from different aspects: incremental GPU
optimization effects, sequential algorithm comparison to show the
advantage of our SpTtm algorithm, SspTtm and SpTtm comparison
for semi-sparse tensors, mode behavior, and rank behavior. After
all, we apply our optimized algorithms to Tucker decomposition.

7.3.1. GPU optimization comparison
We analyze the five GPU SpTtm approaches in Section 4.2:

naïve implementation, fine thread granularity, coalesced memory
access, rank blocking, and using shared memory, in Fig. 6 on a
GPU P100. The times are normalized to the naïve GPU implemen-
tation and are averaged over all modes for every tensor. As the
optimization methods incrementally applied to SpTtm, we tend
to get shorter execution time. Naïve SpTtm is the simplest and
slowest GPU implementation. SpTtm performance is incremen-
tally improved: 53% by integrating fine thread granularity, 29%
by arranging coalesced memory access, 7% by rank blocking, and
40% by using shared memory for writable data, on average of
all tensors. Therefore, fine thread granularity and using shared
memory optimizations are the two most effective optimizations
for SpTtm, arranging coalescedmemory access also improves some
performance, while the effect of rank blocking depends on the

Fig. 6. GPU optimization methods comparison on GPU P100.

Fig. 7. GPU-SpTtm and GPU-SspTtm speedups over corresponding OpenMP paral-
lelized CPU implementations on two NVIDIA GPU platforms.

given sparse tensors. We also test these approaches by setting R to
32. SpTtm performance is incrementally improved: 74% (+FG), 37%
(+MC),−20% (+RB), and 43% (+SM), on average of all tensors. This
shows rank blocking is more beneficial for small ranks, because
of the re-loads of index ks and values, which coincides with our
analysis in Section 4.2.

7.3.2. Sequential SpTtm comparison
We test the SpTtm from Tensor Toolbox [5] on only three small

tensors without exceeding memory in Table 4.4 Our SEQ-SpTtm
achieves 3–120× speedup over Tensor Toolbox. One reason is
Tensor Toolbox is built onMATLABenvironment, thismay generate
some extra overhead. For the fourth-order tensor nips, though it
only has 3millionnonzeros, Tensor Toolbox runsmuch slower than
we expect. This shows Tensor Toolbox may be not friendly enough
for higher-order tensors.

Table 5 shows the storage of Tensor Toolbox compared to our
SpTtm in mode 1. Tensor Toolbox consumes about twice storage
space than SpTtm.

7.3.3. SspTtm v.s. SpTtm for Semi-Sparse Tensors
We compare the performance of GPU-SspTtmwith GPU-SpTtm

for semi-sparse tensors in Fig. 7. We use the second Ttm operation
in the Ttm-chain of Tucker decomposition (Algorithm 6) to ensure
the input tensor is semi-sparse. SpTtm handles the semi-sparse
input tensor as a general sparse tensor. Since the input semi-
sparse tensors could be easily as large as the tensors in Table 3
because of the introduced dense mode. We can only run SpTtm for
this operation on small tensors. GPU-SspTtm achieves up to 74×
and 12× speedups on GPU P100 and K40c platforms respectively.
Compared to SpTtm, which treats semi-sparse tensors as general
sparse tensors, SspTtm achieves up to 4.5× speedup. This figure
shows the usefulness of the SspTtm algorithm for semi-sparse
tensors.

7.3.4. Mode behavior
We compare the ‘‘GPU-P100’’ SpTtm behavior in different

modes, using the best execution time of the five approaches. Fig. 8

4 Since Cyclops Tensor Framework (CTF) [55] indexes a sparse tensor using a
one-dimensional long index to help distribute nonzero elements in a certain way in
distributed platforms, all tensors we tested cannot be represented after vectoriza-
tion, so they cannot run using CTF except in distributed memory environment.
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Table 5
Total storage (GB) of sparse tensors.
Tensors choa nell2 fb-m fb-s deli nell1 nips uber enron flickr deli4d

TTBox 2.72 2.30 30.35 44.90 20.69 11.80 0.40 0.09 1.77 13.81 46.07
SpTtm 1.55 1.32 17.34a 25.65a 11.82 6.74 0.23 0.05 1.01 7.89 19.75a

aSince an Ttm only needs one index instead of all, these tensors can fit into GPU memory.

Fig. 8. Relative SpTtm time in different modes.

Fig. 9. Execution time of small tensors in different rank sizes.

takes mode-1 SpTtm as the baseline, then computes the SpTtms
in other modes normalized to it. Some tensors have very diverse
SpTtm performance in different modes. From our observations, the
modes in which fibers’ length has a small standard deviation tend
to be faster compared to other modes. For example, tensor choa
has small fiber sizes in mode 2 and 3, so their SpTtm performance
is much better than that in mode 1.

7.3.5. Rank behavior
Fig. 9 shows the relative performance of mode-1 ‘‘GPU-P100’’

SpTtm on tensors choa, nell2, uber, and enron by increasing the
rank-size. We only test on small tensors because when rank-size is
32 or 64, some tensors are too large to reside in GPU memory. As
the rank-size increases, the performance increases for R from 8 to
16 but stops increasing after 16.

7.3.6. Tucker decomposition
Table 6 shows the execution time of the Tucker decomposition

by applying our optimized SpTtm and SspTtm algorithms. Due to
space limitation, large tensors cannot run on GPU platforms due
to the non-trivial intermediate results. The optimized Tucker de-
composition achieves up to 3.2× speedup. From Tucker decompo-
sitions, we observed that SVD and Ttm-chain performance are both
important to Tucker performance.We test SVD by using OpenBLAS
and cuSOLVER. However, SVD of cuSOLVER cannot achieve as good
performance as OpenBLAS, especially for truncated SVD. Therefore,
we use OpenBLAS to solve SVD and include the memory transfer
time into our GPU Tucker implementation.

8. Related work

Several other libraries also implemented fundamental sparse
tensor operations, such as Tensor Toolbox [5] and Cyclops Tensor
Framework (CTF) [55]. Tensor Toolbox is implemented in MATLAB
environment, and CTF is implemented in C++ language. From algo-
rithm aspect, Tensor Toolbox implements SpTtm by converting a
sparse tensor into a sparse matrix and converting the matrix back
to a sparse/dense tensor after a sparse matrix and a dense matrix

Table 6
Tucker decomposition performance.

CPU (s) GPU (s)

choa 49.3 15.6
nell2 48.6 16.7
enron 389.6 290.3

multiplication. The conversion consumes non-trivial time. CTF is
a parallel framework of tensor contraction for distributed CPU
systems, and it indexes a sparse tensor using a one-dimensional
long index. Even for a reasonable large sparse tensor, CTF may
exceed the range of 64-bit long unsigned integer. Our in-place
SpTtm algorithms directly operate on the coordinate format of a
sparse tensor, which avoids the indexing problem, and the result-
ing tensor is stored in a hybrid format (sCOO) to save space.

Some work proposed efficient storage formats for a sparse
tensor, such as the Compressed Sparse Fiber (CSF) format [53] and
the ‘‘mode-generic sparse storage format’’ [7]. Our sCOO format is
a simple version of the ‘‘mode-generic sparse storage format’’ pro-
posed by Baskaran et al., with densemodes fixed on the last several
modes. CSF is a hierarchical, fiber-centric format by extending the
popular CSR format to sparse tensors, and it is memory-efficient
and shows high speedups on theMttkrp and Ttm operations over
the COO format. However, when operating on a non-root mode,
the recursive algorithm based on CSF format may be not suitable
for GPU architecture. Another recent work [43] proposed F-COO
format and implemented Ttm operations based on it on GPUs. Our
optimized SpTtm uses the most popular COO format and achieves
better performance. Besides, it is the first try by implementing
Tucker decomposition on GPUs.

Some work on sparse matrix formats [8,12,19,29,31,32,36,37,
42,56,57,60–62,64] and sparse matrix–matrix multiplication [3,6,
9,10,16,27,38–41,44,58,63] is also related to our work. However,
our focus is to avoid unnecessary transformation, which is a prob-
lem only for tensors. The optimization methods of sparse matrix–
matrix multiplication can be referred for our future optimization.

9. Conclusion

This paper presents an optimized design and implementation
of tensor-times-dense matrix multiply (Ttm) for sparse and semi-
sparse tensors on CPU and GPU platforms. This primitive is a
critical bottleneck in tensor decompositions, such as the Tucker
decomposition. We design and implement sequential SpTtm and
SspTtm to avoid data transformation, and further optimize them
onmulticore CPU andGPU systems. Five approaches are developed
for SpTtm on GPUs, including employing fine thread granularity,
arranging coalescedmemory access, rank blocking, and using local
(fast) memory (‘‘shared memory’’ on GPUs). Our sequential SpTtm
is 3–120× faster than the SpTtm in Tensor Toolbox. Our GPU par-
allel algorithms achieve good speedups on NVIDIA P100 over our
OpenMP-parallelized CPU-SpTtm and also outperform the state-of-
the-art GPU implementation by 3.9×. From our analysis, different
input sparse tensors, ranks, and operating on different modes all
influence SpTtm performance. Adaptive parameters of the SpTtm
algorithms will be helpful to achieve fairly good performance for a
particular input sparse tensor.

In the future,wewill further improve the Tucker decomposition
by overlapping some preprocessing stages and memory transfer
with the Ttm computation time. We also intend to do further
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optimization on SpTtm to better handle the load-balance issue.
We will extend our algorithms to multi-GPU platforms to support
larger sparse tensors. Some tensor work [26,34] is orthogonal to
our work, which can be applied to Tucker decomposition.
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